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Any Travel

You go first;
play proceeds clockwise.

Do not reshuffle into the Deck!

Come, Watson, come!

Any Travel

Arrest Detective

3

Select an opponent to 
draw 1 card; can be 

countered with an ALIBI.

There still remained some lurking suspicion 
in my mind, however.

Suspicion

Any Travel

4

Select an opponent to show 
you ALL their cards secretly.

Arrest if guilty; can be 
countered with an ALIBI.

Eliminate all other factors, and the one which 
remains must be the truth.

Arrest

Play only while not Moving:  Select an 
opponent to secretly show you all their cards. 

Arrest if guilty; but an ALIBI can be used.

Good old Watson! You are the one fixed 
point in a changing age.

6
I Say

Continue per 
previous card

Dr. John Watson

Arrest Detective

Any Travel I Say?

Telegram Clue

There's an east wind coming all the same, such a 
wind as never blew on England yet.

1 Castle

It is a capital mistake to theorize before you 
have all the evidence. It biases the judgment.

Any Travel

Counters penalty when 
you are selected. Each 
player secretly passes

1 card to the right. 
This card replaces the 

Current card.

Alibi

Clue Suspicion

I Say? Any Travel

You must give an opponent
1 unclaimed I Say token.

For three hours we strolled about together, 
watching the ever-changing kaleidoscope of life as 

it ebbs and flows through Fleet Street…

3 Fleet St.

Select an opponent to draw 1 card;
can be countered with an ALIBI.

Any Dissimilar Location

I Say? Dense Fog

0

Well, then, in the first place I shall want a fast 
police-boat - a steam launch - to be at the 

Westminster Stairs at seven o'clock.

Boat

You can put that in your pipe and smoke it,
Mr. Busybody Holmes!

Mr. Woodley

Villain

8 “I Say” Cards 13 Country Cards 14 City Cards 29 Travel Cards

6 Case Closed 
Book Tokens

5 Villain 
Tokens

5 Villain Cards 1 Location Marker 1 Travel Marker

8 Telegram 
Tokens

15 “I Say” Tokens (5 of each type)

1 Starting 
Player Card

32 Information 
Cards

14 Action Cards 9 Interrupt 
Cards
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Introduction
‘Come, Watson, come!’ he cried. ‘The game is afoot.’ 
 -Sherlock Holmes, The Adventure of the Abbey Grange

I Say, Holmes! is a card game for 3 to 8 players ages 13 and up 
based on the classic adventures of Sherlock Holmes by Sir Arthur 
Conan Doyle. As Consulting Detectives, you play cards to 
progress Holmes’ and Watson’s story as they set out to solve 
another mysterious case. Villains will appear in player’s hands, 
and ultimately one player will be Arrested and found Guilty 
of harboring one or more Villains or, alternativly, one player’s 
Villains in hand will successfully Escape from our intrepid 
heroes and end that adventure.

Game Components
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Play only while not Moving: 
Select an opponent to secretly show you 

all their cards. No Arrest is made!

Well, Mr. Holmes, what are we to do 
with that fact?

4
I Say

Continue per 
previous card

Inspector Lestrade

Disguise Suspicion

Telegram Detective

3

Well, Mr. Holmes, what are we to do 
with that fact?

Select an opponent to 
secretly show you 2 random 

cards from their hand.

Clue

7 3
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Set Up
1. Create the Deal Out Stack: Sort through the entire deck 

of cards and find all of those cards with a Set Up Number 
in their lower left corner that is less than or equal to the 
number of players ( from 3 to 8) in the game. Those cards 
form the Deal Out Stack.

2. Deal Cards. Deal six (6) cards to each player from the 
Deal Out Stack; each player’s hand is kept secret unless a 
card instructs her to reveal some of that information.

3. Create the Draw Pile. Finally, take all of the remaining 
cards and shuffle them together. Place them face down in 
the center of the table to form the Draw Pile. 

For example, if there were four players in the game, all of the cards 
with a Set Up Number of 3 and 4 ( for a total of 24 cards) would 
be removed to create the Deal Out Stack. The remaining 101 cards 
would form the Draw Pile.
4. Place the Game Pieces. Place the Location marker next to 

the Draw Pile showing its “City” side, along with the Travel 
Marker. The remaining tokens and markers are placed to one 
side, face down (so that Victory Point values are hidden from 
view), and shuffled, forming an available pool within easy 
reach of all players.

5. Start the Game. Whoever holds the Come, Watson, Come! 
The Game is Afoot! card begins by playing that card and 
placing it, face up, in front of the player to their left. That 
card becomes the Current card (i.e., the card that describes 
when or where the story is currently taking place and under 
what circumstances). Play then proceeds clockwise (i.e., to 
the left) around the table.

1
1

2

2

3

3

6 65 5

4
4
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Working a Case
During a Case (or Round), you are trying to figure out which 
player(s) are holding Villain cards, so that you can play cards to 
attempt to Arrest a Guilty player who is harboring such villainy 
(see “Making an Arrest via a Card”). Alternatively, you can win 
by getting rid of all the cards from your hand besides Villains and 
Interrupts (see “Interrupt Cards”), allowing your Villain(s) to escape!

Taking Your Turn
On your turn you must play one card face up on the table. 
There are two types of cards you may play:

•	  Suitable Cards: Any card that follows the Story Sequence 
(see “Suitable Cards” on next page).

•	  Out-of-Sequence “I Say?” Cards: An “I Say?” card 
played when it is not listed as an option on the Current 
card (see “I Say Cards” on next page).

If you are unable to play a card, see the “If You Cannot Play a 
Card” section on page 5.

Place the card you played (unless otherwise noted on that card) 
in front of the player to your left to become the new Current 
card. The previous Current card is placed in the Discard Pile. 

If the card played has any Special Instructions, perform 
that instruction (see “Card Appendix” for any necessary rules 
clarifications). It is now the next player's turn!

How To Read A Card
Cards contain the following information:

1. Case Point Value: From 0 to 7, used for Case Closed Scoring.

2. Card Title: Color coded by Category with a matching colored border.

3. Special Instructions: The text just below the illustration, if any.

4. Story Sequence: Suitable cards or card types to follow that card ( for all 
except Villain cards).

5. Set Up Number: From 3 to 8, if applicable, used to create the Deal Out Stack.

6. Flavor Text: Quotes from Sherlock Holmes' books.

1

2

3

5

6

4
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Suitable Cards
A Suitable card is one that maintains the Story Sequence, which 
means it matches one of the cards or card types indicated on the 
Current card.

Story Sequence Clarifications
“Any Similar Location” – Any Location card that corresponds 
to the current side of the Location marker (i.e., if you are 
currently located in the City, you must play a City location. Note 
that the border colors of City and Country cards match the 
Location marker).

“Any Dissimilar Location” – Any Location card that does not 
match the current side of the Location marker (i.e., if you are 
currently located in the City, you must play a Country location). 
After playing the Dissimilar Location, flip the Location marker 
to the appropriate side.

“Any Travel” – Any blue-bordered Travel card. After playing 
this card and following any Special Instructions, place the 
Travel marker on top of the Location marker. Be sure to show 
the appropriate side of the Travel marker (train if traveling to a 
Dissimilar location; hansom cab if traveling to a Similar location).

I Say? Cards
You may always play a permissible “I Say?” card, whether or not “I 
Say?” is listed as an option on the Current card. A permissible 

“I  Say” card is one whose restrictions for use (in its Special 
Instructions) are met by the Current card and/or Location marker.
Note that you can never play an “I Say?” card if it is not 
permissible (due to its Special Instructions), even when “I Say?” is 
an option on the Current card (i.e., if the card states “Play only 
while not moving,” you cannot play that “I Say?” card while the 
Current card is a Travel card).

If you play an “I Say?” card as a Suitable card (when “I Say?” is an 
option on the Current card; see Suitable cards), not only do you 
get to use the Special Instructions, but you also get to take one 
of the “I Say?” tokens (Pipe, Hat, or Magnifying Glass), which 
award bonus Victory Points at the end of the game. Each player 
may only have one of each type of “I Say?” token, and you may 
not look at the value of the “I Say?” token when you receive it.

•	  If you currently have one of each type of “I Say?” token, 
you cannot take another “I Say?” token.
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•	  If there are no “I Say?” tokens of a type you need, you 
may take one from another player.

After performing its Special Instructions, place that “I Say?” 
card directly into the Discard Pile and pass the Current card in 
front of you to the player on your left (as play continues per the 
previous card).

If You Cannot Play a Card
If you are unable to play a Suitable card or decline to play a 
permissible “I Say?” card, you must draw the top card from the 
Draw Pile and do one of the following: 

•	 If the drawn card is a Suitable Card you MUST play it, or

•	  If you drew an “I Say?” card you MAY play it if it is 
permissible, or

•	  If you did not draw a Suitable Card or choose to keep 
the permissible “I Say?” card you drew, pass the Current 
card to the player on your left and end your turn.

The player who now has the Current card in front of them 
must play their turn.

Important: If the Draw Pile runs out, the Discard Pile is 
reshuffled to form a new Draw Pile and play continues. Do 
not shuffle the Come, Watson, Come! The Game is Afoot! card 
into the deck.

Interrupt Cards
If another player performs the Special Instructions on the 
card they have played and this action targets you, you may play 
a white-bordered Interrupt Card in response. The Interrupt 
Cards are either Alibi cards or Mastermind cards:

Alibi cards: 
You may only play an Alibi card if the Special Instructions or 
Story Sequence states that it “can be countered with an Alibi.”

If you are targeted by a Special Instruction which does not include 
this wording, you cannot play an Alibi card. 

When you play an Alibi card, it “interrupts” and negates the 
Special Instruction's penalty.

The Alibi's Special Instructions are performed (see Card 
Appendix). The Alibi card then becomes the Current card and 
gets passed to the next player so they may take their turn.



Any Travel

You go first;

play proceeds clockwise.

Do not reshuffle into the Deck!

Come, Watson, come!

Any Similar Location

Dense Fog

I found myself seated beside him in a hansom, my revolver in my pocket, and the thrill of adventure in my heart.

0 Hansom Cab

1

Disguise
Suspicion

Telegram

I Say?

Any Travel
A couple of comfortable bed-rooms and a single 

large airy sitting-room, cheerfully furnished, and 

illuminated by two broad windows.

221b Baker St.

Any Location

0

Each player secretly contributes 

1 card to a mini-deck, which is 

shuffled, and dealt back, 1 card to 

each player.

See how the yellow fog swirls down the street 

and drifts across the duncolored houses. What 

could be more hopelessly prosaic and material?

Dense Fog

Play only while Moving:You may Discard one Villain card of your 
choice from your hand, if you have any.

To Sherlock Holmes she is always THE woman.
I have seldom heard him mention her under any 

other name.

3 I Say

Continue per previous card

Irene Adler
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Example
The game commences, and the player to your right plays The Game is Afoot! 
card. That card is played to that player’s left (i.e., in front of you), making it 
the Current card. 

Now it is your turn to play. The Story Sequence section reads: “Any Travel,” 
and so you inspect your hand and discover that you have two Travel cards, one 
Train and one Hansom Cab (a horse-drawn taxi designed for speed and safety 
in the 1830s). You decide to play your Hansom Cab card, placing it in front of 
the player to your left and placing the Travel marker on the Location marker 
showing its Hansom Cab side; your Hansom Cab card becomes the Current 
card, and you place the The Game is Afoot! Card to one side (as it is never 
reshuffled into the deck).

It is now the player to your left’s turn, and that player must act upon the 
Current card that you just placed in front of her. She must play “Any Similar 
Location” or a “Dense Fog” card, either of which is a Suitable card for the 
Story Sequence – in this case, a “Similar” Location would be one in the City 
(i.e., where the game begins), so she requires a gold-bordered card to meet that 
criterion (i.e., London, 221B Baker St., West End, Scotland Yard, and Fleet 
Street). Note that she could also play an “I Say” card that is playable while 
moving (i.e., “permissible”).

1.  Any Travel 2.  Any Similar Location
or

Dense Fog

3.  Card options for the
third player
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Mastermind cards: 
You may play a Mastermind card whenever you are targeted by 
another card's Special Instructions. The Current card is placed 
in front of the person who played the Mastermind card and it 
is now their turn.
The Current card does not have to state that it “can be countered” 
with an Alibi or Mastermind card. 

Unlike the Alibi card, the Mastermind card does not become 
the Current card. It is discarded after its Special Instructions.

Deduction
If, at the start of your turn, you have seven or more (7+) cards in 
your hand, you may play up to two cards, one following the other.

•	  Both cards must be played from your hand; you cannot 
draw off the deck to play a Suitable card. 

•	  Your second card must follow the Story Sequence of the 
first card played (or be a permissible “I Say?” card); it is played 
after any Special Instructions on the first card are completed.

•	  Discard the first card, together with the previous Current card.

•	  The second card is played in front of the player to your left, 
as normal, and it becomes the Current card for that player.

Emptying Your Hand
During the game you may reach a point where you have no cards 
or only Interrupt and/or Villain cards in your hand. This will 
give you an opportunity to Close the Case. Depending on the 
cards you hold, you will either Close the Case by Escaping or 
by conducting an Impromptu Arrest (see below).

Closing the Case
A Round of play ends (and the Case is Closed) with either a 
successful Arrest (triggered by the play of an applicable card or 
an Impromptu Arrest) or when a player’s Villain(s) Escape.

Making an Arrest via a Card
When making an Arrest via a card, you (the Arresting player), 
must name a player (the “Accused player”) whom you believe 
(or merely hope) has a Villain card in their hand. 

 Depending on the card used to make the Arrest, the Accused 
player may be able to counter this Arrest with an Alibi card, 
but she can always do so with the Mastermind card.
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•	  If the Arrest is countered, continue play as normal (after 
following the Special Instructions on the Interrupt card).

•	  If the Arrest proceeds un-countered by an Alibi or 
Mastermind card, the Arresting player takes the Accused 
player’s card hand and secretly examines it:
a.  If the Accused player’s hand has one or more Villain 

cards in it, the Accused player is Guilty. Play ceases 
and Case Closed Scoring takes place (see next page).

b.  If the Accused player’s hand has no Villain cards in it, 
the Accused player is Innocent. The Arresting player 
keeps all of the Innocent player’s cards, adding them 
to his hand (the penalty for an unlawful arrest). The 
Innocent player then receives a fresh hand from the 
Draw Pile of as many cards as were just taken by the 
Arresting player. Play then continues normally with 
the Current card.

Impromptu Arrest
If, at any time, your hand is either completely empty or you 
only have Interrupt cards, you must make an immediate 
Impromptu Arrest. However:

•	  If you played your final hand card, finish the Special 
Instructions, if any, of that card before making the 
Impromptu Arrest.

•	  If you discarded your final hand card by being targeted by 
another player’s Special Instructions, your Impromptu 
Arrest interrupts the flow of the game.

An Impromptu Arrest is initially made like any other Arrest 
(see “Making an Arrest via a Card”), but if the Arrest is countered 
you must choose another player to Arrest, which itself may be 
countered; continue until you can proceed with the Arrest 
un-countered.

Note: It is possible for your Impromptu Arrest to be countered by 
all of the other players, at which point you may again attempt to 
Arrest a player who countered a previous attempt.

Escaping 
If, at any time, you have one or more Villains in your hand and 
no other cards besides Interrupts, you may reveal your hand 
to stage an Escape. Play stops immediately and Case Closed 
Scoring takes place (see next page).
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Case Closed Scoring

After a Successful Arrest:
1. The Arresting player discards his own hand but keeps all of 

the Villain cards from the Guilty player’s hand.

2. All other Villain cards held by other players are discarded. 
They were neither Arrested nor Escaped but are still lurking 
in the shadows!

3. All players total the Case Point Values (top left number) of 
the cards that they still hold; sum these into a Grand Total. 
Note that the Arresting player is holding on to the Arrested 
Villain card(s), so be sure to score those too!

4. The Arresting player then takes the appropriate Case Closed 
Book token from the available pool. It must be the token 
with the highest Case Point value on its front that does not 
exceed the Grand Total scored. 

5. If the Case Closed Book token taken was “Sherlock Holmes: 
His Last Bow,” the game ends and Victory Points are scored 
(see “Ending the Game”).

After an Escape:
If your Villain card(s) Escape, take those Villain tokens from 
wherever they are located and place them in front of you. If a 
Villain has previously escaped, you would be taking its token 
from another player – and now you will score its Victory 
Points at the end of the game and that player will not! Villains 
are treacherous that way.

Continuing the Game
Play continues with another Round (i.e., another Case); perform 
the Set Up again (i.e., a “fresh deal out” of the proper starting 
cards for that number of players), skipping Step #4 (each player 
keeps whatever tokens they have earned and/or are given 
throughout the game) and continue from there.
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Ending the Game
When a player has made a successful Arrest and must take the 

“Sherlock Holmes: His Last Bow” Case Closed Book token, the 
game (and The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes) has come to an end. 

Note: Players can elect to end the game earlier using any mutually 
agreeable way, such as setting a limited number of rounds; each 
round usually takes 15 to 20 minutes, including Set Up.

Scoring Victory Points (VPs)
After taking the His Last Bow token, all players flip over the 
tokens in front of them to reveal their score in Victory Points 
(VPs), adding all of their Case Closed Book, I Say, and Villain 
tokens to their Telegram tokens.
Note that Telegram tokens score their owner zero or negative Victory 
Points (yellow text), or award positive Victory Points to the player 
on their owner’s left (<) or right (>) or both (green text)!

Determining the Winner
Determine each player’s total score in Victory Points. The player 
with the highest total score is the winner! A tied score goes to the 
player with the most Case Closed Book tokens; if that is also tied, 
the winner is the player with the most Escaped Villain tokens; 
if that is also tied, the winner is the player with the most “I Say?” 
tokens; if that is also tied, the game is well and truly a draw!

Variant Rule
Fast Play
In this variant, players may play any number of cards from their 
hand, one at a time in succession, before passing the turn. All of the 
cards must be Suitable. You may continue to play out cards until:

•	  You play a Travel card (your turn ends; pass that card to 
the player on your left as usual), or

•	  You have no Suitable card left to play (pass the Current 
card to the player on your left, as usual), or

•	 Your hand is empty (see “Impromptu Arrest”), or

•	 You escape as the Villain (see “Escaping”), or

The last card played will be the Current card; other cards played 
prior to this will be placed in the Discard Pile.

This Rule functions like the Deduction Rule does, but with an 
unlimited number of cards, no matter how many cards are in your hand.



Any Travel

You go first;
play proceeds clockwise.

Do not reshuffle into the Deck!

Come, Watson, come!

Select an opponent to draw 1 card;
can be countered with an ALIBI.

Any Dissimilar Location

I Say? Dense Fog

0

Well, then, in the first place I shall want a fast 
police-boat - a steam launch - to be at the 

Westminster Stairs at seven o'clock.

Boat

Any Similar Location

Select an opponent to draw 1 card;
can be countered with an ALIBI.

I Say? Dense Fog

0

Our friend here is a wonderful man
for starting a chase.

Foot Chase

Any Location

0

Each player secretly contributes 
1 card to a mini-deck, which is 

shuffled, and dealt back, 1 card to 
each player.

See how the yellow fog swirls down the street 
and drifts across the duncolored houses. What 
could be more hopelessly prosaic and material?

Dense Fog

Clue Suspicion

I Say? Any Travel

You must give an opponent
1 unclaimed I Say token.

For three hours we strolled about together, 
watching the ever-changing kaleidoscope of life as 

it ebbs and flows through Fleet Street…

3 Fleet St.

1

DetectiveArrest

Disguise Any Travel

We're not jealous of you down at Scotland Yard. 
No, sir, we are proud of you.

Scotland Yard

Select an opponent to draw 2 cards.

Disguise Suspicion

Telegram Detective

3

Well, Mr. Holmes, what are we to do 
with that fact?

Select an opponent to 
secretly show you 2 random 

cards from their hand.

Clue

I Say, Holmes! Second Edition
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Card Appendix

Come, Watson, Come! The Game is Afoot!: The owner must 
play it as the first card of that Round, but it is never reshuffled 
back into the deck until setting up the next Round.

Travel (blue) cards

Boat: You must designate another player who must then draw 
one card from the deck and add it to their hand. An Alibi or 
Mastermind card can counter this penalty. This card takes you to a 
Dissimilar location, so show the Train side of the Travel marker.

Foot Chase: You must designate another player who must then 
draw one card from the deck and add it to their hand. An 
Alibi or Mastermind card can counter this penalty. This card 
takes you to a Similar location, so show the Hansom Cab side 
of the Travel marker.

Dense Fog: Each player will secretly contribute one card from 
their hand to form a mini-deck, which is then shuffled and 
dealt back out, one card to each player. Villains have a way of 
relocating under the cover of Dense Fog!

City (gold) cards

Fleet Street: You must give an opponent one free “I Say?” 
token ( from the newspaper coverage of the case). (See “I Say? 
Cards.”) You must choose an opponent who does not have a 
complete set of all three “I Say?” token types, if available.

Scotland Yard: You must designate another player who must then 
draw two cards from the deck and add them to their hand. An 
Alibi card cannot counter this penalty (but a Mastermind card can).

Information (orange) cards

Clue: You must designate another player who must then secretly 
show you two random cards from their hand. Examine them 
and secretly return them. An Alibi card cannot counter this 
examination (but a Mastermind card can).



Clue Suspicion

3

Select an opponent who 
must secretly show you 

their highest-value card.

It is the first quality of a criminal investigator 
that he should see through a disguise.

Disguise

Any Travel

Arrest Detective

3

Select an opponent to 
draw 1 card; can be 

countered with an ALIBI.

There still remained some lurking suspicion 
in my mind, however.

Suspicion

Any Travel I Say?

3

Give an opponent
1 Telegram token.

We were fairly accustomed to receive weird 
telegrams at Baker Street.

Telegram

Any Travel

4

Select an opponent to show 
you ALL their cards secretly.

Arrest if guilty; can be 
countered with an ALIBI.

Eliminate all other factors, and the one which 
remains must be the truth.

Arrest

Any Travel

Suspicion Clue

You may secretly pass 1 
card to any opponent.

There is so much red tape in these matters!

4
Constabulary

Any TravelI Say?

Suspicion

It is not for me, my dear Watson, to stand
in the way of the official police force.

4

Clue

Select an opponent to draw 
2 cards; can be countered 

with an ALIBI.

Detective

It is a capital mistake to theorize before you 
have all the evidence. It biases the judgment.

Any Travel

Counters penalty when 
you are selected. Each 
player secretly passes

1 card to the right. 
This card replaces the 

Current card.

Alibi

A complex mind. All great criminals have that.

Continue per

previous card

Counters any penalty 

when you are selected. 

All players pass their 

hands to the right and it 

is now your turn!

Mastermind
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Disguise: You must designate another player who must then 
secretly show you the highest-value card from their hand. If 
they have more than one card tied for highest value, it is their 
choice which one to show you. Examine it and secretly return 
it. An Alibi card cannot counter this examination (but a 
Mastermind card can).

Suspicion: You must designate another player who must then 
draw one card from the deck and add it to their hand. An 
Alibi or Mastermind card can counter this penalty.

Telegram: You must give another player a Telegram token, taken 
at random from those in the stock established during Set Up. If 
there are none left in the stock, you must move a Telegram token 
from in front of one player (presumably, yourself ) to in front 
of another player. Telegram tokens are placed in front of their 
owners and remain face down until the game ends and Victory 
Points are scored. In general, it is either bad for you (or good for 
the opponent to your left or right) to receive a Telegram token. An 
Alibi card cannot counter this “gift” (but a Mastermind card can).

Action (red) cards

Arrest: See “Making an Arrest via a Card.”

Constabulary: If you so choose, select any opponent and secretly 
give them one card from your hand to add to their own. An Alibi 
card cannot counter this action (but a Mastermind card can).

Detective: You must designate another player who must then 
draw two cards from the deck and add them to their hand. An 
Alibi or Mastermind card can counter this penalty.

Interrupt (white) cards
Alibi: Used to counter an Arrest or when the player is selected 
for a penalty on certain cards including Boat, Foot Chase, and 
Detective.  The Current card must state that Alibi is an allowed 
response.  The Alibi becomes the Current card after all players 
secretly pass one card to the player on their right. See “Interrupt Cards.” 

Mastermind: Used to counter an Arrest or when the player is targeted 
by any penalty regardless of the Current card. All players pass their entire 
hand to the player on their right. The previous card remains the Current 
card, and it is now your turn! See “Interrupt Cards.” 



Play only while not Moving:  Select an 
opponent to secretly show you all their cards. 

Arrest if guilty; no ALIBI may be used.

My name is Sherlock Holmes. It is my business 
to know what other people don't know.

7
I Say

Continue per 
previous card

Sherlock Holmes

Play only while not Moving:  Select an 
opponent to secretly show you all their cards. 

Arrest if guilty; but an ALIBI can be used.

Good old Watson! You are the one fixed 
point in a changing age.

6
I Say

Continue per 
previous card

Dr. John Watson

Play only following a City Location card: 
You may select an opponent who must

exchange hands with you.

He will not even go out of his way to verify his own 
solution, and would rather be considered wrong than 

take the trouble to prove himself right.

5
I Say

Continue per 
previous card

Mycroft Holmes

Play only while not Moving: 
Select an opponent to secretly show you 

all their cards. No Arrest is made!

Well, Mr. Holmes, what are we to do 
with that fact?

4
I Say

Continue per 
previous card

Inspector Lestrade

Play only while Moving:
You may Discard one Villain card of your 
choice from your hand, if you have any.

To Sherlock Holmes she is always THE woman.
I have seldom heard him mention her under any 

other name.

3
I Say

Continue per 
previous card

Irene Adler

Play only following a City Location card: 
All opponents must draw 1 card.

I at once informed the Prime Minister. It was at 
his suggestion that we have both come to you.

2

Prime Minister

I Say

Continue per 
previous card

Play only following a City Location card: 
Draw 1 card; all opponents secretly 
show you their highest-value card.

There was some show of discipline among 
them, despite their tumultuous entry.

Baker St. Irregulars

2
I Say

Continue per 
previous card

I Say, Holmes! Second Edition
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“I Say?” (purple) cards

Sherlock Holmes: Playable on your turn only if the Current 
card is not a Travel card. You may secretly examine another 
player’s hand and, if they’re Guilty, make an Arrest (see “Making 
an Arrest via a Card”); there is no penalty if they are 
Innocent (i.e., you don’t have to take their hand). An Alibi 
cannot counter this Arrest (but a Mastermind can).

Dr. John Watson: Playable on your turn only if the Current 
card is not a Travel card. You may secretly examine another 
player’s hand and, if they’re Guilty, make an Arrest (see “Making 
an Arrest via a Card”); there is no penalty if they are Innocent 
(i.e., you don’t have to take their hand). An Alibi (or a Mastermind) 
can be used to counter this Arrest (and this is the difference 
between the Dr. John Watson and Sherlock Holmes cards).

Mycroft Holmes: Playable on your turn only if the Current 
card is a gold-bordered City Location card (i.e., London, 221B 
Baker St., West End, Scotland Yard, or Fleet Street). You must 
exchange your hand with an opponent’s hand. That opponent 
cannot counter this with an Alibi (but can with a Mastermind).

Inspector Lestrade: Playable on your turn only if the Current 
card is not a Travel card. You may secretly examine another 
player’s hand, but no Arrest is made. An Alibi (or a Mastermind) 
can be used to counter and prevent this examination.

Irene Adler: Playable on your turn only if the Current card 
is a Travel card. You must discard any one Villain card of 
your choice from your hand, if present. This Villain has not 
Escaped; you have merely discarded it from your hand.

Prime Minister: Playable on your turn only if the Current 
card is a gold-bordered City Location card (i.e., London, 221B 
Baker St., West End, Scotland Yard, or Fleet Street). All of your 
opponents (but not you) draw one card. An Alibi cannot 
counter this card (but a Mastermind can).

Baker Street Irregulars: Playable on your turn only if the 
Current card is a gold-bordered City Location card (i.e., 
London, 221B Baker St., West End, Scotland Yard, or Fleet 
Street). You must draw one card, but then your opponents 
must each secretly show you their respective highest-value card. 



Play only while not Moving: 
Shuffle the Draw Pile and Discard Piles 
together to form a refreshed Draw Pile.

The landlady stood in the deepest awe of him
and never dared to interfere with him, however 

outrageous his proceedings might seem.

2
I Say

Continue per 
previous card

Mrs. Hudson

John Clay, the murderer, thief, smasher, 
and forger.

John Clay

Villain

I was forced to confess that I had at last met 
an antagonist who was my intellectual equal.

Professor Moriarty

Villain

The second most dangerous man in London.

Colonel Moran

Villain

You can put that in your pipe and smoke it,
Mr. Busybody Holmes!

Mr. Woodley

Villain

"Who is he?"
"The worst man in London."

C. A. Milverton

Villain
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If they have more than one “highest-valued” card to choose 
from, they need only show you one of them of their choice. An 
Alibi cannot counter this card (but a Mastermind can).

Mrs. Hudson: Playable on your turn only if the Current 
card is not a Travel card. After removing The Game is Afoot! 
card, you must shuffle the Draw and Discard Piles together to 
refresh the Draw Pile.

Villain (black) cards

John Clay: “.. murderer, thief, smasher, and forger… His 
grandfather was a royal duke, and he himself has been to Eton 
and Oxford. His brain is as cunning as his fingers, and though we 
meet signs of him at every turn, we never know where to find 
the man himself...” –Sherlock Holmes, “The Adventure of the 
Red-Headed League.”

Professor Moriarty: “He is the Napoleon of crime, Watson. He is the 
organizer of half that is evil and of nearly all that is undetected in this 
great city. He is a genius, a philosopher, an abstract thinker. He has a 
brain of the first order.” –Sherlock Holmes, “The Final Problem.”

Colonel Moran: “Without any open scandal he…made India 
too hot to hold him…he was sought out by Professor Moriarty, 
to whom for a time he was chief of the staff. ..So cleverly was the 
Colonel concealed that, even when the Moriarty gang was broken 
up, we could not incriminate him.” –Sherlock Holmes, “The 

Adventure of the Empty House.”

Mr. Woodley: “The first flaw in my happiness was the arrival of the 
red-moustached Mr. Woodley…He was a dreadful person -- a 
bully to everyone else, but to me something infinitely worse...
when I would have nothing to do with him, he seized me in 
his arms one day after dinner -- he was hideously strong -- and 
swore that he would not let me go….” –Miss Violet Smith, “The 
Adventure of the Solitary Cyclist.”

C. A. Milverton: “The worst man in London… I've had to do 
with fifty murderers in my career, but the worst of them never 
gave me the repulsion which I have for this fellow… He is the 
king of all the blackmailers. Heaven help the man, and still more 
the woman, whose secret and reputation come into the power of 
Milverton!”—Sherlock Holmes, “The Adventure of Charles 
Augustus Milverton.”
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The Game is Afoot
Boat
Foot Chase
Hansom Cab
Dense Fog
Train
221B Baker Street
Fleet St.
London
Scotland Yard
West End
Castle
Countryside
Estate
Manor
Village
Clue
Disguise
Suspicion
Telegram
Arrest
Constabulary
Detective
Professor Moriarty
Colonel Moran
John Clay
Mr. Woodley
C. A. Milverton
Alibi
Mastermind
Sherlock Holmes
Dr. John Watson
Mycroft Holmes
Inspector Lestrade
Irene Adler
Baker Street Irregulars
Mrs. Hudson
Prime Minister

1 – – – – –
– – – – 1 –
– – – – – 1
2 1 – 1 – –
– – – – – 1
3 – 1 – – –
1 – – – – –
– – – – – –
1 1 1 – – 1
– 1 – – – –
– – – 1 – –
– – – – 1 –
2 – – 1 – –
– – – – – –
– – – – – –
– – 1 – – –
3 1 – 1 – 1
– – – – 1 –
2 1 1 – 1 –
– – – – – 1
– 1 1 – – 1
– – – 1 – –
1 – 1 – 1 –
– – – – – –
– – – – – –
– – – – – –
– – – – – –
1 – – – – –
1 – – 1 – –
– – – – – –
– – – – – –
– – – – – –
– – – – – –
– – – – 1 –
– – – – – –
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1
1
1

12
3

12
3
1
6
3
1
1
8
1
1
2

12
4

12
4
5
3
6
1
1
1
1
1
8
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
7
6
5
4
3
3
4
7
6
5
4
3
2
2
2

Card TitleNo. in
Game

Case
Value

Set Up Amounts
3 4 5 6 7 8
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How Watson Learned the Trick
By Sir Arthur Conan Doyle

Watson had been watching his companion intently ever since he had sat down to 
the breakfast table. Holmes happened to look up and catch his eye.

“Well, Watson, what are you thinking about?” he asked.

“About you.”

“Me?”

“Yes, Holmes. I was thinking how superficial are these tricks of yours, and how 
wonderful it is that the public should continue to show interest in them.”

“I quite agree,” said Holmes. “In fact, I have a recollection that I have myself made 
a similar remark.”

“Your methods,” said Watson severely, “are really easily acquired.”

“No doubt,” Holmes answered with a smile. “Perhaps you will yourself give an 
example of this method of reasoning.”

“With pleasure,” said Watson. “I am able to say that you were greatly preoccupied 
when you got up this morning.”

“Excellent!” said Holmes. “How could you possibly know that?”

“Because you are usually a very tidy man and yet you have forgotten to shave.”
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“Dear me! How very clever!” said Holmes. “I had no idea, Watson, that you were so 
apt a pupil. Has your eagle eye detected anything more?”

“Yes, Holmes. You have a client named Barlow, and you have not been successful 
with his case.”

“Dear me, how could you know that?”

“I saw the name outside his envelope. When you opened it you gave a groan and 
thrust it into your pocket with a frown on your face.”

“Admirable! You are indeed observant. Any other points?”

“I fear, Holmes, that you have taken to financial speculation.”

“How could you tell that, Watson?”

“You opened the paper, turned to the financial page, and gave a loud exclamation of 
interest.”

“Well, that is very clever of you, Watson. Any more?”

“Yes, Holmes, you have put on your black coat, instead of your dressing gown, 
which proves that your are expecting some important visitor at once.”

“Anything more?”

“I have no doubt that I could find other points, Holmes, but I only give you these 
few, in order to show you that there are other people in the world who can be as 
clever as you.”

“And some not so clever,” said Holmes. “I admit that they are few, but I am afraid, 
my dear Watson, that I must count you among them.”

“What do you mean, Holmes?”

“Well, my dear fellow, I fear your deductions have not been so happy as I should 
have wished.”

“You mean that I was mistaken.”

“Just a little that way, I fear. Let us take the points in their order: I did not shave 
because I have sent my razor to be sharpened. I put on my coat because I have, 
worse luck, an early meeting with my dentist. His name is Barlow, and the letter 
was to confirm the appointment. The cricket page is beside the financial one, and I 
turned to it to find if Surrey was holding its own against Kent. But go on, Watson, 
go on! It 's a very superficial trick, and no doubt you will soon acquire it.”



1

Constabulary Suspicion

Disguise

I Say?

Clue

I know, my dear Watson, that you share my love 
of all that is bizarre and outside the conventions 

and humdrum routine of everyday life.

West End

Clue

I Say?

Telegram

Constabulary Detective

1

Bring with you a jemmy, a dark lantern, a chisel, 
and a revolver.

Manor

Disguise Suspicion

Telegram Detective

3

Well, Mr. Holmes, what are we to do 
with that fact?

Select an opponent to 
secretly show you 2 random 

cards from their hand.

Clue

Any Travel

4

Select an opponent to show 
you ALL their cards secretly.

Arrest if guilty; can be 
countered with an ALIBI.

Eliminate all other factors, and the one which 
remains must be the truth.

Arrest

Play only while not Moving:  Select an 
opponent to secretly show you all their cards. 

Arrest if guilty; but an ALIBI can be used.

Good old Watson! You are the one fixed 
point in a changing age.

6
I Say

Continue per 
previous card

Dr. John Watson

It is a capital mistake to theorize before you 
have all the evidence. It biases the judgment.

Any Travel

Counters penalty when 
you are selected. Each 
player secretly passes

1 card to the right. 
This card replaces the 

Current card.

Alibi

You can put that in your pipe and smoke it,
Mr. Busybody Holmes!

Mr. Woodley

Villain

Any Dissimilar Location

Dense Fog

When a fact appears to be opposed to a long train 
of deductions, it invariably proves to be capable of 

bearing some other interpretation.

0 Train

Card Types

Reminders
“I SAY” CARDS: Can play if permissible even when it is not listed in the 
Story Sequence of the Current card. If permissible and you play it when it 
is in the Story Sequence, you also receive one Pipe, Magnifying Glass, or 
Hat token (one each, maximum). An I Say card is discarded immediately 
(the next player and Story Sequence are unaltered).

MAKING AN ARREST: The Arresting player names an opponent who 
might have an opportunity to counter with an Alibi (and can always do so 
with the Mastermind). The Arresting player takes the Accused player’s hand 
and secretly examines it. If it has a Villain, the Accused player is Guilty; play 
ceases and Case Scoring takes place immediately. If it does not have a Villain, 
the Accused player is Innocent; the Arresting player keeps all of the Innocent 
player’s cards, and the Innocent player then receives a fresh hand from the 
Draw Pile of as many cards as were just taken by the Arresting player. Play 
continues normally with the Current card.

EMPTYING YOUR HAND: If, at any time, your hand has only Villain and 
Interrupt cards, you may declare you are “Escaping.” Play ceases; all Villain 
cards in your hand Escape. If you had only Interrupt cards, you must make an 
immediate Impromptu Arrest instead (see below).

If, at any time, your hand has no cards, you must make an immediate Impromptu 
Arrest (see below).

An Impromptu Arrest is made like any other Arrest. Note that an Alibi (or a 
Mastermind) can be used to counter an Impromptu Arrest.

Travel

Information

City

Action

Country

Interrupt

I Say

Villain


